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Abstract
In the recent years Big Data Analytics has become a very popular paradigm for solving problems of diverse fields
from engineering to education. Big data analytics as the name suggests involves processing large amounts of data
requires huge processing power. Multi-core systems which have become prevalent can address the processing needs
of Data Analytics.
Multi-core programming typically involves synchronization and communication which can be very expensive.
Software Transactional Memory systems (STMs) have garnered significant interest as an elegant alternative for addressing synchronization and concurrency issues in multi-core systems.
In order for STMs to be efficient, they must guarantee some progress properties. This work explores the notion
of starvation-freedom in Software Transactional Memory Systems (STMs). To the best of our knowledge, starvationfreedom has not yet been explored in the context of STMs.
In this paper, we first present Single-Version Starvation Free STM or SV-SFTM. As the name suggests, this system
maintains a single version for each tobj. SV-SFTM satisfies opacity and starvation-freedom. But SV-SFTM does not
take advantage of multiple versions. It can cause abort of many transactions (although it ensures that every transaction
commits if it is re-executed sufficient number of times). As a result, the progress of the entire system can be brought
down. We can alleviate this situation by using multiple versions.
We propose KSTM, a Multi-Version STM system that maintains K versions for each tobj. KSTM satisfies opacity
but not starvation-free. As a part of future work, we plan to develop a Multi-Version Starvation Free STM System, MVSFTM that guarantees starvation-freedom of transactions. Although KSTM does not guarantee starvation-freedom, it
is a precursor to MV-SFTM. It provides an insight as to how to achieve starvation-freedom with multi-version STMs
and thus help us design MV-SFTM.
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Introduction

high that it can negate the programming power of multicore systems and thus result in degrading multi-core to
single-core systems.

In the past few years Big Data Analytics has become a
very popular paradigm for solving problems of very diverse fields from engineering to education. It is clear that
to solve challenges of big data analytics, huge processing power will be required. Multi-core systems which
have become prevalent can address the processing needs
of Data Analytics.

Software Transactional Memory systems (STMs) [10,
18] have garnered significant interest as an elegant alternative for addressing synchronization and concurrency issues in multi-core systems. STMs are a convenient programming interface for a programmer to access shared
memory without worrying about consistency issues [10,
18]. STM systems uses optimistic approach in which multiple transactions can execute concurrently. On completion, each transaction has to validate and if any inconsistency is found then it is aborted. Otherwise it is allowed
to commit. A transaction that has begun but has not yet

Programming multi-core systems is usually performed using multi-threading. But, multi-threading and
hence multi-core programming typically involves synchronization and communication which can be very expensive. The cost of synchronization can sometime be
∗ Work
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been validated is referred to as live.
A typical TM system is a library which exports the
methods: begin which begins a transaction, read which
reads a transaction-object (data-item) or tobj, write which
writes to a tobj, tryC which tries to commit.
An important requirement of STM systems is to precisely identify the criterion as to when a transaction
should be aborted/committed referred to as correctness
criterion. Several correctness criterion have been proposed for STMs such as opacity [7], virtual worlds consistency [12], local opacity [14], TMS [1, 5] etc. All these
correctness criterion require that all the transactions including aborted to appear to execute sequentially in an
order that agrees with the order of non-overlapping transactions. Unlike the correctness criterion for traditional
databases serializability [16], these correctness criterion
ensure that even aborted transactions read consistent values. This is one of the fundamental requirements of STM
systems first observed in [7] which differentiates STMs
from Databases.
Another important requirement of STM system is to
ensure that transactions make progress i.e. they do not
abort unnecessarily. It would be ideal to abort a transaction only when it does not violate correctness requirement (such as opacity). However it was observed in [2]
that many STM systems developed so far spuriously abort
transactions even when not required.
Wait-freedom is one of the interesting progress condition for STMs in which every transaction commits regardless of the nature of concurrent processes [9]. But it was
shown by Guerraoui and Kapalka [8] that it is not possible
to achieve wait-freedom in dynamic TMs in which data
sets of transactions are not known in advance. So in this
paper, we explore a weaker progress condition starvationfreedom [11, chap 2]. Intuitively, it is defined as follows in
the context of TM systems: Suppose a transaction Ti on
getting aborted by the TM system is re-executed. Then,
the STM system is said to be starvation-free if it can ensure that Ti will eventually commit if Ti is retried every
time it aborts (and Ti does not invoke tryA). It can be seen
that in order to ensure starvation-freedom, the STM system must store some state information for each aborted
transaction.
Algorithm1 illustrates starvation-freedom. It shows
the overview of insert method which inserts an element
e into a linked-list LL. Insert method is implemented using transactions to ensure correctness in presence of concurrent threads operating on common data-items. The
method has an infinite while loop line 1 to line 15. In
this while loop, a new transaction is created to read and
write onto the shared memory. This corresponds to cre-

ating and inserting a new node into the shared memory.
If the transaction succeeds then the control breaks out of
the loop. Otherwise, this process continues until a transaction is eventually able to succeed. Thus, it can be seen
that insert method can execute forever if transactions created by it never successfully commits. To ensure that insert method eventually completes, the STM system must
guarantee starvation-freedom of transactions.
Algorithm 1 Insert(LL, e): Invoked by a thread to insert a
value v into a linked-list LL. This method is implemented
using transactions.
1: while (true) do
2:
id = tbegin();
3:
...
4:
...
5:
v = read(id, x);
6:
...
7:
...
8:
write(id, x, v 0 );
9:
...
10:
...
11:
ret = tryC(id);
12:
if (ret == success) then
13:
break;
14:
end if
15: end while
In this paper, we explore ideas to achieve starvationfreedom for in STMs. To the best of our knowledge,
starvation-freedom has not yet been explored in the context of STMs. We first present Single-Version Starvation
Free STM or SV-SFTM. As the name this system maintain
a single version for each tobj.
SV-SFTM is based on Forward-Oriented Optimistic
Concurrency Control Protocol (FOCC), a commonly used
optimistic algorithm in databases [20, Chap 4]. As per
this algorithm, when two transactions Ti , Tj conflict, one
of them is aborted. The transaction to be aborted, say Tj ,
is one which has lower priority in terms of how long it has
executed. When a transaction Ti begins, it is allotted an
initial-timestamp or ITS. If Ti gets aborted, then it restarts
again with a new identity, say Tp , but retains the original
ITS. In case of conflict of Tp with Tj , the conflict is resolved based on ITS of Tp (which is same as Ti ) and Tj .
The transaction with higher ITS is aborted. The details of
this algorithm are described in SubSection??.
It was observed that more read operations succeed
by keeping multiple versions of each object, i.e.multiversion STMs can ensure that more read operations to
return successfully [13, 15]. History H1 shown in Fig2

ure 1 illustrates the idea of multi version.
H1 :
r1 (x, 0)w2 (x, 15)w2 (y, 20)c2 r1 (y, 0)c1 .
In history H1 the read on y by T1 is not reading the
previous closest write of 20 by T2 instead of that it returns
0. This is only possible when it’s having multiple versions
of y. As a result, this history H is opaque with the correct
equivalent execution T1 T2 . If multiple versions will not
be available then r2 (y) has to read 10 only because this
is only the available version. This value would make the
read of r2 (y) to be inconsistent (opaque) and hence abort
T2 .
r1 (y, 0)

r1 (x, 0)

T1

satisfies opacity.
To study the efficiency of STMs developed, we consider a useful metric commit time defined as the time
taken by a transaction to commit which includes the reexecution time caused by aborts. Naturally, this metric
depends on the applications with which the STM system
is tested. We plan to measure the performance commit
time of SV-SFTM, KSTM and MV-SFTM (to be developed in future) using various benchmarks. The advantage
of KSTM is that one can tune the value of K to obtain
the best commit time for a given application. We want
to understand which variant of STM can provide greater
commit time: FOCC,SV-SFTM, KSTM, MV-SFTM. For
the latter two, we have to experiment with a suitably chosen value for K. We have shown some preliminary results
in appendix.

C1

C2
T2

w2 (x, 15)

w2 (y, 20)

Overview of our Contributions and Roadmap. We describe our system model in Section 2. In Section 3 we
Figure 1: Pictorial representation of a History H1
describe SV-SFTM and in Section 4, we describe KSTM.
Thus, multi-version STMs (MVSTMs) can achieve We conclude in Section 5. Finally in appendix, we degreater concurrency and progress. Many STM systems scribe about missing code and some preliminary results.
have been proposed using the idea of multiple versions
[13, 15, 6, 4, 17]. All these MVSTMs do not place a
limit on the number of versions created. They have sep- 2 System Model and Preliminaries
arate thread routines that perform garbage-collection on
old and unwanted versions periodically. In fact, it was We assume a system with n processes/threads,
shown in [13], greater the number of versions, lesser the P1 , P2 , ..., Pn that access collection of objects through
atomic transactions. A transaction is the sequence of innumber of aborts.
It can be seen that SV-SFTM does not take advantage structions executing in memory. Each transaction is havof multiple versions. As a result, SV-SFTM can still cause ing the unique transaction identifier. The objects accessed
abort of many transactions (although it ensures that every by the transaction during read and write operations are
transaction commits if it is re-executed sufficient number known as transactional objects (tobjs). History H is the
of times). Consider the case that a transaction Ti with interleaving operations of different transactions including
has the lowest ITS. Hence, it cannot be aborted as per SV- commit and abort. There are four possible transactional
SFTM. But if it is slow (for some reason), then it can cause operations in the processes: the read operation reads
several other conflicting transactions to abort. Hence, the the value of x and return it, write operation updates the
progress of the entire system can be brought down. We value of x by v, tryCoperation tries to commit the transaction and returns commit or abort, the tryAoperation aborts
can alleviate this situation by using multiple versions.
Hence, we plan to develop a Multi-Version Starvation the transaction and return abort. In the read operation, a
Free STM System, MV-SFTM that guarantees starvation- transaction reads from the shared memory and write operfreedom of transactions. In this paper, we propose a K- ation, writes into its local buffer. The transaction executes
version Multi-Version STM system that maintains K ver- tryCoperation, when it has completed all its read-write
sions, KSTM. It is a precursor to MV-SFTM as KSTM operations. In this all the reads/writes are validated to
does not guarantee starvation-freedom, but provides an in- see if they form a consistent view of the memory. Consight into how to achieve starvation-freedom with multi- sistent view means, for a given history H there exist an
equivalent serial history H 0 . If so, the transaction is comversion STMs.
KSTM maintains K versions where K can range from mitted and all the local writes are written into the shared
between 1 − ∞. When K is 1 then this algorithm boils memory. Otherwise, the transaction is aborted.
down to a single-version STM system. If K is ∞ then it
A history is said to be valid, if all the successful read
is similar to existing MVSTMs which do not maintain a is reading from any previously committed transaction. A
upper bound on the number of version. We show KSTM history is said to be legal, if all the successful read is read3

ing transactions, say tj which are in their read/local-write
phase. The ITS of ti is compared with the ITS of any
such transaction tj . If ITS of ti is smaller than ITS of all
such tj , then all such tj are aborted while ti is committed.
Otherwise, ti is aborted. Due to lack of space, we have
showed an example illustrates the working of SV-SFTM
in appendix Section 3.2. We show that SV-SFTM satisfies
opacity and starvation-free.

ing from latest committed transaction. So, every legal history is also a valid history.
A history H is said to be opaque [8], if there exists an
equivalent sequential history S such that S respects real
time order and is legal. Unlike serializability [16], it consider all the transaction including aborted one. It omits
all the writes and unsuccessful reads of aborted transaction from H. In this, we consider incomplete transaction
as aborted.

3

Theorem 1 Any history generated by SV-SFTM is
opaque.

Single Version Starvation Free
STM

Theorem 2 SV-SFTM ensure starvation-freedom.
We prove the correctness by showing that the conflict
graph [20, Chap 3], [14] of any history generated by SVSFTM is acyclic. We show starvation-freedom by showing that for each transaction ti there eventually exists a
global state in which it has the smallest ITS.

In this section, we describe SV-SFTM algorithm.

3.1

Main Idea

Forward-oriented optimistic concurrency control protocol (FOCC), is a commonly used optimistic algorithm in
databases [20, Chap 4]. In fact, several STM Systems are
also based on this idea. In a typical STM system (also
in database optimistic concurrency control algorithms),
a transaction execution is divided can be two phases a read/local-write phase and try-Commit phase (also referred to as validation phase in databases). The various
algorithms differ in how the try-Commit phase executes.
Let the write-set or WS and read-set or RS of a ti denotes
the set of tobjs written & read by ti . In FOCC a transaction ti in its try-Commit phase is validated against all
live transactions that are in their read/local-write phase as
follows: hW S(ti ) ∩ (∀tj : RS n (tj )) = Φi. This implies
that the WS of ti can not have any conflict with the current RS of any transaction tj in its read/local-write phase.
Here RS n (tj ) implies the RS of tj till the point of validation of ti . If there is a conflict, then either ti or tj (all
transactions conflicting with ti ) is aborted. A commonly
used approach in databases is to abort ti , the validating
transaction.
In SV-SFTM we use time-stamps which are monotonically in increasing order. We implement the time-stamps
using atomic counters. Each transaction ti has two timestamps: (i) current time-stamp or CTS: this is a unique
time-stamp alloted to ti when it begins; (ii) initial timestamp or ITS: this is same as CTS when a transaction
ti starts for the first time. When ti aborts and re-starts
later, it gets a new CTS. But it retains its original CTS
as ITS. The value of ITS is retained across aborts. For
achieving starvation freedom, SV-SFTM uses ITS with
a modification to FOCC as follows: a transaction ti in
try-Commit phase is validated against all other conflict-

3.2

Illustration of SV-SFTM

Figure 2 shows the a sample execution of SV-SFTM. It
compares the execution of FOCC with SV-SFTM. The execution on the left corresponds to FOCC, while the execution one the right is of SV-SFTM for the same input.
It can be seen that each transaction has two time-stamps
in SV-SFTM. They correspond to CTS, ITS respectively.
Thus, transaction T1,1 implies that CTS and ITS are 1. In
this execution, transaction T3 executes the read operation
r3 (z) and is aborted due to conflict with T2 . The same
happens with T3,3 . Transaction T5 is re-execution of T3 .
With FOCC T5 again aborts due to conflict with T4 . In
case of SV-SFTM, T5,3 which is re-execution of T3,3 has
the same ITS 3. Hence, when T4,4 validates in SV-SFTM,
it aborts as T5,3 has lower ITS. Later T5,3 commits.
It can be seen that ITSs prioritizes the transactions under conflict and the transaction with lower ITS is given
higher priority.

4

K-version Multi-Version STM

SV-SFTM drawback: We start this section by illustrating the drawback of SV-SFTM.
T1

C1

r1 (x, 0) r1 (y, 0)

T2

A2

w2 (x, 10)

T3

w3 (y, 15)

A3

Figure 3: Pictorial representation of execution under
SFTM
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read/local-write phase

read/local-write phase
C1

C1
r1 (x)

T1

r1 (y)

w1 (x)

r1 (x)

Validation
T1,1

r1 (y)

w1 (x)

Validation

C2
r2 (y)

T2

T3

r2 (z)

w2 (z)

r2 (y)

T2,2

r3 (z)

T3,3

C2

w2 (z)

r3 (z)

abort
A3

r2 (z)

abort

A3

C4
w4 (z)

T4

A4
w4 (z)

T4,4

abort

C5
r5 (z)

r5 (z)

abort
T5,3

T5

Figure 2: Sample execution of SV-SFTM
Figure 3 is representing history H: r1 (x, 0)r1 (y, 0)w2
(x, 10)w3 (y, 15)a2 a3 c1 It has three transactions T1 , T2
and T3 . T1 is having lowest time stamp and after reading it became slow. T2 and T3 wants to write to x and y
respectively but when it came into validation phase, due
to r1 (x), r1 (y) and not committed yet, T2 and T3 gets
aborted. However, when we are using multiple version T2
and T3 both can commit and T1 can also read from T0 .
The equivalent serial history is T1 T2 T3 .

4.1

exists no version k such that j < k < i is true. If
no such version exists then ti is aborted.
2. write(x, v): ti stores this write to value x locally
in its WS.
3. tryC: This operation consists of multiple steps:
(a) ti validates each tobj x in its WS as follows:
i. ti finds a version of x with time-stamp j
such that j is the largest time-stamp less
than i (like in read).
ii. Then, among all the transactions that
have read from j if there is any transaction tk such that j < i < k and tk has already committed then ti is aborted. Otherwise, if tk is still live then tk is aborted.
Transaction ti then proceeds to validate
the next tobj in its WS.
iii. If there exists no version of x with timestamp less than i then ti is aborted

Main Idea

KSTM algorithm is based on MVTO algorithm for STMs
[13] which again is similar to the MVTO algorithm proposed for databases [3]. The proposed MVTO algorithm
does not maintain any limit on the number of versions.
As a result it has to execute a separate garbage-collection
procedure.
KSTM algorithm as the name suggests maintains kversions for each tobj and uses time-stamps (like SVSFTM). Each tobj maintains all its versions as a linkedlist. Each version of a tobj has three fields (1) time-stamp
which is the CTS of the transaction that wrote to it; (2) the
value of the version; (3) a list, called read-list, consisting
of transactions CTSs that read from this version.

(b) After performing the tests of Step 3(a)i,
Step 3(a)ii, Step 3(a)iii over each tobjs x in
ti ’s WS, if ti has not yet been aborted, then for
each x: among all the versions of x currently
present, the oldest version is over-written with
i and i’s value. Transaction ti is then committed.

1. read(x): Transaction ti reads from a version of x
with time-stamp j such that j is the largest timestamp less than i (among the versions x), i.e. there
5

Further details of KSTM algorithm can found in ap- for a tobj x are 5, 15 & 25. Consider version 15. Its value
pendix.
is 8 and its read-list consists of transactions with timeWe have the following result.
stamps 17, 22. The C next to id 22 indicates that t22 is
already committed. Transactions t17 is still live. In this
Theorem 3 Any history generated by KSTM is opaque.
setting suppose transaction t23 intends to commit and creWe prove the correctness of the algorithm by showing ate a new version. In this case, 15 < 23 < 24 and t24
that the equivalent serial history, all the transactions are is still live. Hence, t24 is aborted and a new version with
ordered by their time-stamps. But KSTM does not satisfy time-stamp 23 is allowed to be created. Since 5 is the
starvation-freedom which is illustrated in an example.
oldest version, the newly created version 23 overwrites
5. Next, consider the case that transaction t26 intends to
KSTM illustration: We now illustrate the working of commit and create a new version. Since t29 is already
the algorithm with an example. Figure 4 shows an execu- committed, t26 is not allowed to create a new version.
tion where K = 3 and the currently considered versions

TS

Val

RL

TS

Val

RL

23

31

RL

26

39

RL

Φ

X

Φ

TS

Val

RL

TS

Val

RL

TS

Val

RL

5

4

RL

15

8

RL

25

10

RL

6

9

12

17

22(C)

26

29(C)

32

Figure 4: Sample execution of KSTM
In this example suppose t26 has the lowest ITS and
let t29 have a higher ITS. But t26 still has to abort due to
commit of t29 . This shows the drawback of KSTM w.r.t
starvation-freedom.
Thus, although t26 has lowest ITS, it has to abort due
to t29 which has higher CTS. Suppose there was no transaction with higher CTS than t26 . Then, it can be seen that
t26 can not abort since it has lowest ITS and highest CTS.
Thus, the key observation here is that a transaction
with lowest ITS and highest CTS can not abort. We plan
to capitalize on this property to build MV-SFTM.

of starvation-freedom [11, chap 2] for TM systems. To
the best of our knowledge, starvation-freedom has not yet
been explored in the context of STMs.
We presented a starvation-free STM system, SVSFTM using single versions. It is based on FOCC, a popular algorithm in databases.
It was observed that more read operations succeed by
keeping multiple versions of each object [13, 15]. Since
SV-SFTM does not consider multiple versions, we observed that it is possible that a slow running old transaction can cause several newer transactions to abort while
ensuring starvation-freedom. To address this issue, we
proposed KSTM, a MVSTM that maintains fixed number
5 Discussion and Conclusion
of versions.
But, KSTM does not guarantee starvation-freedom.
Software Transactional Memory systems (STMs) have By understanding the cases where KSTM fails to provide
garnered significant interest as an elegant alternative for starvation-freedom, we plan to develop MV-SFTM. The
addressing synchronization and concurrency issues in key observation in working of KSTM is that a transaction
multi-core systems.
with lowest ITS and highest CTS can not abort. We plan
In order to be efficient, STMs must guarantee some to use this to develop MV-SFTM.
progress properties. In this paper, we explored the notion
6
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Appendices
A

For each transaction Ti we maintain the following shared
time-stamps:
• G locki : A lock for accessing all the shared variables of Ti .

PCode of SV-SFTM

Data Structure: We start with data-structures that are local to each transaction. For each transaction Ti :

• G itsi (initial timestamp): It is a time-stamp assigned to Ti when it was invoked for the first time.

• RSi (read-set): It is a list of data tuples (d tuples)
of the form hx, vali, where x is the t-object and v
is the value read by the transaction Ti . We refer to
a tuple in Ti ’s read-set by RSi [x].

• G ctsi (current timestamp): It is a time-stamp
when Ti is invoked again at a later time. When Ti
is created for the first time, then its G cts is same as
its ITS.
• G validi : This is a boolean variable which is initially true. If it becomes false then Ti has to be
aborted.

• W Si (write-set): It is a list of (d tuples) of the form
hx, vali, where x is the tobj to which transaction Ti
writes the value val. Similarly, we refer to a tuple
in Ti ’s write-set by W Si [x].

• G statei : This is a variable which states the current
value of Ti . It has three states: live, committed
or aborted.

In addition to these local structures, the following
shared global structures are maintained that are shared
across transactions (and hence, threads). We name all the For each data item x in history H, we maintain:
shared variable starting with ‘G’.
• x.val (value): It is the successful previous closest
value written by any transaction.
• G tCntr (counter): This a numerical valued
• rl (readList): rl is the read list consists of all the
counter that is incremented when a transaction betransactions that have read it.
gins
Algorithm 2 STM init(): Invoked at the start of the STM system. Initializes all the data items used by the STM
System
1: G tCntr = 1;
2: for all data item x used by the STM System do
3:
add h0, nili to x.val;// T0 is initializing x
4: end for;

Algorithm 3 STM tbegin(its): Invoked by a thread to start a new transaction Ti . Thread can pass a parameter its
which is the initial timestamp when this transaction was invoked for the first time. If this is the first invocation then
its is nil. It returns the tuple hid, G ctsi
1: i = unique-id; // An unique id to identify this transaction. It could be same as G cts
2: if (its == nil) then
3:
G itsi = G ctsi = G tCntr.get&Inc();
4:
// G tCntr.get&Inc() returns the current value of G tCntr and atomically increments it
5: else
6:
G itsi = its;
7:
G ctsi = G tCntr.get&Inc();
8: end if
9: RSi = W Si = null;
10: G statei = live;
11: G validi = T ;
12: return hi, G ctsi i
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Algorithm 4 STM read(i, x): Invoked by a transaction Ti to read x. It returns either the value of x or A
1: if (x ∈ RSi ) then // Check if x is in RSi
2:
return RSi [x].val;
3: else if (x ∈ W Si ) then // Check if x is in W Si
4:
return W Si [x].val;
5: else// x is not in RSi and W Si
6:
lock x; lock G locki ;
7:
if (G validi == F ) then
8:
return abort(i);
9:
end if
10:
// Find available value from x.val, returns the value
11:
curV er = f indavilval(G ctsi , x);
12:
val = x[curV er].v; add hx, vali to RSi ;
13:
add Ti to x[curV er].rl;
14:
unlock G locki ;
15:
unlock x;
16:
return val;
17: end if

Algorithm 5 STM writei (x, val): A Transaction Ti writes into local memory
1: Append the d tuplehx, vali to W Si .
2: return ok;

Algorithm 6 STM tryC(): Returns ok on commit else return Abort
1: // The following check is an optimization which needs to be performed again later
2: Set<int> TSet ← φ // TSet storing transaction Ids
3: for all x ∈ W Si do
4:
lock x in pre-defined order;
5:
for <each transaction tj of [x].rl> do
6:
TSet = [x].rl
7:
end for
8:
TSet = TSet ∪ {ti }
9: end for// x ∈ W Si
10: lock G locki ;
11: if (G validi == F ) then return abort(i);
12: else
13:
Find LTS in TSet // lowest time stamp
14:
if (TS(ti ) == LTS) then
15:
for <each transaction tj of [x].rl> do
16:
G validj ← false
17:
unlock G lockj ;
18:
end for
19:
else
20:
return abort(i);
21:
end if
22: end if
23: // Store the current value of the global counter as commit time and increment it
24: comT ime = G tCntr.get&Inc();
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for all x ∈ W Si do
replace the old value in x.vl with newV alue;
end for
G statei = commit;
unlock all variables;
30: return C;
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

Algorithm 7 abort(i): Invoked by various STM methods to abort transaction Ti . It returns A
1: G validi = F ; G statei = abort;
2: unlock all variables locked by Ti ;
3: return A;

B

Pcode of KSTM

Algorithm 8 STM init(): Invoked at the start of the STM system. Initializes all the tobjs used by the STM System
1: G tCntr = 1;
2: for all x in T do // All the tobjs used by the STM System
3:
add h0, 0, nili to x.vl; // T0 is initializing x
4: end for;

Algorithm 9 STM tbegin(its): Invoked by a thread to start a new transaction Ti . Thread can pass a parameter its
which is the initial timestamp when this transaction was invoked for the first time. If this is the first invocation then
its is nil. It returns the tuple hid, G ctsi
1: i = unique-id; // An unique id to identify this transaction. It could be same as G cts
2: // Initialize transaction specific local & global variables
3: if (its == nil) then
4:
// G tCntr.get&Inc() returns the current value of G tCntr and atomically increments it
5:
G itsi = G ctsi = G tCntr.get&Inc();
6: else
7:
G itsi = its;
8:
G ctsi = G tCntr.get&Inc();
9: end if
10: RSi = W Si = null;
11: G statei = live;
12: G validi = T ;
13: return hi, G ctsi i
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Algorithm 10 STM read(i, x): Invoked by a transaction Ti to read tobj x. It returns either the value of x or A
1: if (x ∈ RSi ) then // Check if the tobj x is in RSi
2:
return RSi [x].val;
3: else if (x ∈ W Si ) then // Check if the tobj x is in W Si
4:
return W Si [x].val;
5: else// tobj x is not in RSi and W Si
6:
lock x; lock G locki ;
7:
if (G validi == F ) then return abort(i);
8:
end if
9:
// findLTS: From x.vl, returns the largest time-stampvalue less than G ctsi . If no such version exists, it
returns nil
10:
curV er = f indLT S(G ctsi , x);
11:
if (curV er == nil) then return abort(i); // Proceed only if curV er is not nil
12:
end if
13:
val = x[curV er].v; add hx, vali to RSi ;
14:
add Ti to x[curV er].rl;
15:
unlock G locki ; unlock x;
16:
return val;
17: end if

Algorithm 11 STM writei (x, val): A Transaction Ti writes into local memory
1: Append the d tuplehx, vali to W Si .
2: return ok;

Algorithm 12 STM tryC(): Returns ok on commit else return Abort
1: // The following check is an optimization which needs to be performed again later
2: lock G locki ;
3: if (G validi == F ) then
4:
return abort(i);
5: end if
6: unlock G locki ;
7: largeRL = allRL = nil; // Initialize larger read list (largeRL), all read list (allRL) to nil
8: for all x ∈ W Si do
9:
lock x in pre-defined order;
10:
// findLTS: returns the version with the largest time-stampvalue less than G ctsi . If no such version exists, it
returns nil.
11:
prevV er = f indLT S(G ctsi , x); // prevVer: largest version smaller than G ctsi
12:
if (prevV er == nil) then // There exists no version with time-stampvalue less than G ctsi
13:
lock G locki ; return abort(i);
14:
end if
15:
// getLar: obtain the list of reading transactions of x[prevV er].rl whose G cts is greater than G ctsi
16:
largeRL = largeRL ∪ getLar(G ctsi , x[prevV er].rl);
17: end for// x ∈ W Si
18: relLL = largeRL ∪ Ti ; // Initialize relevant Lock List (relLL)
19: for all (Tk ∈ relLL) do
20:
lock G lockk in pre-defined order; // Note: Since Ti is also in relLL, G locki is also locked
21: end for
22: // Verify if G validi is false
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23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:

if (G validi == F ) then
return abort(i);
end if
abortRL = nil // Initialize abort read list (abortRL)
// Among the transactions in Tk in largeRL, either Tk or Ti has to be aborted
for all (Tk ∈ largeRL) do
if (isAborted(Tk )) then // Transaction Tk can be ignored since it is already aborted or about to be aborted
continue;
end if
if (G ctsi < G ctsk ) ∧ (G statek == live) then
// Transaction Tk has lower priority and is not yet committed. So it needs to be aborted
abortRL = abortRL ∪ Tk ; // Store Tk in abortRL
else// Transaction Ti has to be aborted
return abort(i);
end if
end for
// Store the current value of the global counter as commit time and increment it
comT ime = G tCntr.get&Inc();
for all Tk ∈ abortRL do // Abort all the transactions in abortRL
G validk = F ;
end for
// Having completed all the checks, Ti can be committed
for all (x ∈ W Si ) do
newT uple = hG ctsi , W Si [x].val, nili; // Create new v tuple: G cts, val, rl for x
if (|x.vl| > k) then
replace the oldest tuple in x.vl with newT uple; // x.vl is ordered by time stamp
else
add a newT uple to x.vl in sorted order;
end if
end for// x ∈ W Si
G statei = commit;
unlock all variables;
return C;

Algorithm 13 isAborted(Tk ): Verifies if Ti is already aborted or its G valid flag is set to false implying that Ti will
be aborted soon
1: if (G validk == F ) ∨ (G statek == abort) ∨ (Tk ∈ abortRL) then
2:
return T ;
3: else
4:
return F ;
5: end if

Algorithm 14 abort(i): Invoked by various STM methods to abort transaction Ti . It returns A
1: G validi = F ; G statei = abort;
2: unlock all variables locked by Ti ;
3: return A;
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C

Some Preliminary Results

The below graphs have been produced by using a linked
list application to compare the performance of KSTM
with different values of k. In the application chosen below, there were 90% lookups and remaining were 9:1 ratio of inserts and deletes. Varying number of threads were
generated and each thread in turn generated 100 transactions.
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The commit time (time taken per transaction to commit) observed during KSTM (k = 10 here) is the least
since is inversely proportional to the operations/sec. As
the number of transactions are increasing, they need more
versions to read from, to attain higher concurrency leading to lesser abort counts.
In the application chosen below, there were 50%
lookups and remaining were 9:1 ratio of inserts and
deletes into the linked list. This kind of setup will have
more read-write conflicts between the transactions involved when compared to the previous setup.
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As per the results obtained, multiversion performs better than single version STM. This is because the multiple
versions used in KSTM decreases the number of aborts
per transaction, thereby effectively increasing the operations/sec performed.
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As per the graph, k = 20 gives the best operations/sec
and the least commit time. Hence, having multiple versions(KSTM) performs better than single version STM in
this setup too.
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